Emerging Location-Based Service Data on Perceiving and Measuring Multifunctionality of Rural Space: A Study of Suzhou, China
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Abstract: Understanding how human mobilities reconstruct contemporary rural space is of great significance to multifunctional rural transition. However, conventional approaches adopted by social surveys have a technological restriction on collecting data of individual behavior, such as limited samples, subjective self-reported data, and time-consuming investigation. This study proposes a data-driven methodology to explore multifunctionality of rural space by employing the real-time Tencent user quantity (RTUQ) data to analyze the quantity and distribution of observables in rural space. Based on over 250,000 records of hourly RTUQ data during a one-week research period, we perceive spatiotemporal variation of human mobilities in three differentiated villages in Suzhou, China, as well as measure function of residence, employment and consumption on holidays, weekdays and weekends using original equations of function index. Results show that the RTUQ data is valid and reliable for perceiving dynamic patterns of human mobilities at village level, as well as offering new implication for transitional pathways of decision-making. The proposed method is proved to be suitable for distinguishing and comparing multifunctionality of rural space in various times and places, future research on exploring contemporary rural space towards multifunctionality with more geospatial big data is put forward.
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1. Introduction

As evidenced in a substantial body of research and commentary on multifunctional rural development both in global North and South [1–5], a strong attention on diversity rather than homogeneity and an awareness of the inside–outside dynamic in shaping contemporary rural space are taken as the main relevant features of rural studies [6–8]. As early as the 1990s, academic allusions were made to multifunctional issues linked to “noneconomic objectives” of agriculture, pluriactivity, and diversification in European countries [9]. For example, Marsden suggested the emergence of four ideal types within a “differentiated countryside” with reference to the British case [10]. However, Wilson criticized the productivist and post-productivist agricultural regimes have been conceptualized from a UK-centric perspective, whether the concept has wider applicability within Europe and beyond is still in doubt [11]. Since then, a more holistic view of multifunctionality has emerged that places more emphasis on the interlinkages of the concept with rural development, culture, the consumption countryside, societal needs, agency-led patterns, and processes of agricultural and rural change, as well as environmental issues. Holmes expressed a preference for an alternative concept and
nomenclature, described as a multifunctional rural transition, and argued that the multifunctional transition involves a radical reordering in the three basic purposes underlying human use of rural space, namely production, consumption, and protection [12]. Moreover, Woods examined the reconstitution of rural places under the processes of globalization, highlighting that the interaction of local and global actors, and of human and non-human actants, has produced new hybrid forms and relations of rural space [13]. To understand the contemporary rural space within extreme diversity, Halfacree suggested a three-fold model of rural space, which has three facets, rural locality, representations of the rural, and lives of the rural [14]. Specifically, he emphasized that everyday lives of the rural are inevitably incoherent and fractured, and incorporate individual and social elements in their cognitive interpretation and negotiation. From this viewpoint, exploring multifunctionality of rural space means looking at how individuals and groups mobilize their resources and activate alliances to impose their social representations of rurality or to change the existing ones [15–17].

Although the dominant spatial focus of research has been very much on urban places, we argue that the rural space, especially in the process of multifunctional transition, constitutes an extremely interesting case study of contemporary mobilities. However, conventional approaches in related studies, such as recall method and activity diary adopted by time geography, have methodological shortages and technological restricts to collect data of individual space–time behavior, highly dependent on the cooperation of respondents, and an inevitable situation of error logging and information missing [18–20]. Another problem is that field investigation requires tremendous time and funding, which limits the amount of collected samples, let alone the validity and reliability of the self-reported or observed data. The last two decades has witnessed the rapid development of GIS, which prominently promoted new methods of collecting spatial-temporal data, managing behavior data and representing human activity patterns [21,22]. Further, recent emergence of geographic big data, e.g., location-aware technologies (LAT) data [23] and location-based services (LBS) data [24], has created an emerging research stream, especially in interdisciplinary fields of big data and human geography including, in particular, urban computing and social sensing [25–27], which offers a new opportunity for human geography study within multi-scales. For example, mobile phone signaling data [28,29], smart card of bus/metro data, and taxi GPS trajectory data [30,31] are used to explore mobility patterns on macro-scale, social media data, POI data [32,33], and Google Maps [34,35] are new-style tools for vitality assessment of activities on micro-scale such as in a community level. A growing body of research regards application of big data analyzing human mobility; however, most existing studies are limited in urban areas [36] and ignore contemporary rural spaces as an important case study area for geographic big data application.

Thus, this study aims at perceiving and measuring multifunctionality of rural space in three typical villages in Suzhou, China, using the emerging LBS data. There is a main methodological goal and a secondary empirical goal. The main goal is to explore the application of LBS data to measure multifunctionality by building function index of rural space; the empirical goal is to reveal spatiotemporal patterns of human activities and their influence on the decision-making mechanisms of rural development trajectories.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Suzhou is a prefecture-level city in the core area of the Yangtze River Delta region, connecting Shanghai to the east. With a history of more than 2500 years, Suzhou shows some differences from other documented Chinese cities in its development trajectory towards modernization and urbanization, whose economic restructuring is heavily driven by globalization and the influx of FDI [37,38], and it has been transformed from a famous national commercial city in history to an industrial base of Shanghai [39], as well as one of the best eco-cities globally [40]. Meanwhile, rural areas in Suzhou have also undergone a long history of diversified and complex patterns of evolution [41], which has been unprecedentedly shaped by factors such as significant rural-to-urban migration [42,43], the legacy of a
strong township and village enterprises (TVEs)-based industrialization, and domestic mass tourism development [44,45]. Therefore, it represents an extreme example of multifunctional rural transition in China.

Since the reform and opening up, China’s urban–rural relationship has undergone a profound transformation from binary opposition to integrated development. In the 1980s, the bottom-up Sunan (Southern Jiangsu Province) mode promoted the rapid replacement of agriculture by township and village enterprises (TVEs) and became the mainstay of rural economic development and off-farm employment [46], caused a “deagrarianization” process in Suzhou’s rural areas. In the mid-1990s, the driving force of economic development experienced a major change by the export-oriented economic development mode driven by foreign investment, which led to a major recession of rural industries. To solve problems of traditional TVE-based economy, such as small scale, low efficiency, and scattered distribution, local governments set a goal of combining rural industrialization and rural urbanization. This approach required TVEs to concentrate in industrial parks and economic development zones [47,48]. Since 2000, a series of ecological and residential environment management initiatives have been carried out by the local government in rural areas echoing national policies, such as payments for ecosystem services and farmland eco-compensation schemes [49,50]. At the same time, developing rural tourism services was also encouraged to adjust and optimize rural industrial structures, extend the agricultural industrial chain, promote nonagricultural employment, and increase the incomes of villagers in rural areas with tourism resources [51]. As a result, the pattern, elements, structure, and organizational relationship of rural space have shown a tendency toward accelerated reconstruction. The differential tendency from homogeneity toward heterogeneity thus becomes more apparent. Many villages have urbanized; some of them more so than towns. However, other villages have begun to transform towards specialization, such as historical and culturally protected villages, tourism villages, industrial villages, and modern agricultural villages. Additionally, other villages have experienced outward expansion with internal and hollow structures, thus acquiring the moniker “hollow villages” and garnering significant attention from academics and practitioners. The remaining villages are facing recession and extinction because of massive population losses. According to the latest statistical yearbook, the total resident population in Suzhou has increased from 5.27 million in 1982 to 10.68 million in 2017 with an urbanization rate from 20.52% to 75.50%. Meanwhile, it had a per capita GDP of more than $24,000—the fourth highest in mainland China—and a per capita disposable income of the rural residents around $4440, only half the urban residents’ level, also one of the lowest cities in the mainland.

Three typical villages were selected as case areas in this study, namely, Luxiang, Zhonganqiao and Jishan, each with unique characteristics in terms of location conditions, geographical landscapes, and development modes (Figure 1). Among them, Luxiang is located in the Tai Lake scenic area, far from the city. This area has four distinct seasons, pleasant climate, fertile lands, and abundant resources. Local villagers are mainly occupied in fruit tree and tea planting and freshwater aquaculture. Besides, Luxiang is one of the first Historical and Cultural villages in China, including an ancient hamlet (AH) with a history going back more than 800 years, which has been preserved in good condition, attracting a large number of domestic tourists. In recent years, local villagers and foreign investors have transformed rural houses into bed and breakfast (BNB) and agritainment (A), which has also promoted the development of tourism. Zhonganqiao is located in Zhenze Town, the hometown of silk in China. The favorable natural conditions of Jiangnan (south of the lower reaches of the Yangtze River) provide advantageous bases for agricultural production. In the past, villagers were mainly occupied in agricultural work, consisting primarily of farming and mulberry planting. After the reform and opening up, influenced by the “Sunan mode”, the attractiveness of agriculture to local labor forces has been in decline. During rural industrialization, a group of TVEs specialized in textile processing were spontaneously formed in the development of local competitive textile industries. These enterprises absorb labor forces from neighboring towns and villages, and are concentrated mainly along National Highway 318 in the southeastern part of the village. Jishan neighbors Huaqiao Town, which is located
on the Jiangsu-Shanghai border. In recent years, Jishan has accepted a large number of functional spillovers from urban areas, forming a development mode dominated by modern service industries. The local government promoted rural urbanization through top-down administrative forces and dismantled most of the randomly scattered rural residential areas. Villagers were settled into unified residential communities (R). At the same time, to meet the needs of industrial development, logistics parks (L), trading centers (T), hotels (H), and vocational schools (S) were built. The reconstructed rural space is almost identical to that of towns and cities.

Figure 1. Study case areas: Three villages in Suzhou.

2.2. Data

2.2.1. Land Use Data

The land use data in this study are collected from the result of the second national land survey in China, an annual change database possessed by administrative institution for regulating and decision-making purpose. According to the National Standard of the People’s Republic of China “current land use classification” (GB/T21010-2007) and the characteristics of land use in three villages, types of land use are divided into plowland, orchard, forestry, water area, town, village, and road. Further, based on the classification of land use at village level, ecological, agricultural, and construction spaces are also divided.

According to the results of land survey in 2017 (Table 1), area of Luxiang, Zhonganqiao and Jishan is 7.1542 km$^2$, 3.5112 km$^2$, and 2.9212 km$^2$, respectively. Table 1 shows that the major spatial structure in Luxiang and Zhonganqiao; both villages far away from urban areas and are ecological and agricultural spaces, the combined ratio of both spaces is up to 83.13% and 74.95%, respectively. Things are quite different in Jishan, a village located on the outskirts of urban areas, rural area is mainly dominated by construction space, and the combined ratio of town, village, and road is as high as 80.55%.
Table 1. Spatial structure of the three villages in 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rural Space</th>
<th>Luxiang</th>
<th>Zhonganqiao</th>
<th>Jishan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area (km²)</td>
<td>Ratio (%)</td>
<td>Area (km²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecological space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>1.7572</td>
<td>24.56</td>
<td>0.9555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forestry</td>
<td>1.1629</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water area</td>
<td>0.5943</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>0.9555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agricultural space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>4.1897</td>
<td>58.56</td>
<td>1.6762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plowland</td>
<td>0.2457</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>1.0374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orchard</td>
<td>3.9440</td>
<td>55.13</td>
<td>0.6387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>1.2072</td>
<td>16.87</td>
<td>0.8796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>town</td>
<td>0.1909</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.4083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>village</td>
<td>0.9141</td>
<td>12.78</td>
<td>0.3934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road</td>
<td>0.1022</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.0778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>7.1542</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>3.5112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2. Tencent LBS Data

The real-time Tencent user quantity (RTUQ) data is a type of LBS data provided by Tencent Company; it contains real-time numbers of mobile device users who use Tencent applications, such as Tencent Mobile App QQ, WeChat, and other mobile applications that provide location-based service using GPS devices with a spatial accuracy level of ~10 m [24,52]. Unlike old-fashioned mobile phone position data with a spatial resolution of ~100 m to 300 m, due to the service coverage of cell towers defined by Voronoi tessellations according to related studies [53,54], the RTUQ data has higher accuracy to record and collect user’s position in a relatively small-scale area. Besides, the RTUQ data is a kind of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) as it only obtains and records user’s location information when the LBS App is used. To be emphasized, use of the RTUQ data is not subject to further scrutiny caused by user privacy issues because it only show the count of users in certain area without any personal private information. According to “Tencent announces 2018 Fourth Quarter and Annual Results”, Tencent App Weixin and QQ, represent the largest social communities in China in terms of combined Monthly Active Users (MAU). The combined MAU of Weixin and WeChat increased to approximately 1098 million by the end of 2018, and the overall MAU of QQ increased to 807 million. The most important thing is that, the RTUQ data is available in both urban and rural areas. So basically, the RTUQ data fits the need to be validly and reliably used to analyze the spatiotemporal variation of human mobilities represented by real-time Tencent users (RTU), as well as to count the total quantity even in small-scale areas like villages.

We request one week hourly interval RTUQ data from 31 December 2018 to 6 January 2019 (Figure 2), considering that the period contains holidays (31 December 2018 to 1 January 2019), weekdays (2 January 2019 to 4 January 2019), and weekends (5 January 2019 to 6 January 2019). The results are presented as ArcGIS point shapefiles with location attributes and quantity of Tencent App users (Table 2); more than 250,000 records were retained after data cleaning work.
2.3. Function Index Built

As Merriman suggested, recent work consider mobility as a process “actively shaping or producing multiple, dynamic spaces” [55], the arrival of ex-urban residents, the departure of young people to cities, the return of out-migrants, and the holiday or seasonal flows of urban tourists to and through these places, indicate that rural places remain in a continual state of flux, always being remade and never completed. Human mobilities has long represented a significant research theme within rural studies, both in terms of the spatial analysis of population movements between rural and urban places [56–58] and the reciprocal relationship between mobilities and the dynamics of rural space [59–61]. In the process of industrialization, urbanization, and modernization in Suzhou, rural space and its functions have undergone transformation and differentiation. The functions of rural space developed from the sole residential function of “start farming at sunrise and rest at sunset”, in the period of small-scale peasant economy, to the combined residential and employment functions of “leaving farmland without leaving villages, entering factories without entering cities” during the “Sunan mode” period. The development then reaches a stage of urban–rural integration with the holiday consumption function of “pastoral scene is more attractive to urban dwellers”. Constant changes of the purposes for behavior and human activity modes mirror the multifunctional differentiation of rural spaces, which provides the basis for application of the RTUQ data to measure multifunctionality of rural space, driven by spatiotemporal variation of human mobilities.

In this study, three functional indices of residence, employment, and consumption in rural spaces are built. The purposes of these indices are to quantitatively compare the differences in the functions of residence, employment, and consumption between different rural spaces, as well as changes in functional indices during different periods (weekdays, weekends, and holidays) within the same rural space. Index of residential function reflects the nature of starting work at sunrise and resting
at sunset by calculating the ratio between daytime and night-time population size in a rural space. In general, the population size of rural space with residential function should be larger at night than during the day. Index of employment function highlights the increment of population in the daytime on weekdays relative to that on weekends and holidays. Rural spaces with an employment function usually also have certain residential function, thereby playing host to a mixture of employment and residential functions. Index of consumption function reflects the increment of population on weekends and holidays compared to weekdays. With BNB becoming popular in recent years, measurements of the holiday economy should consider not only those tourists who visit during the day but also those who stay overnight. Therefore, population increment in the daytime and night-time on weekends and holidays should both be considered. Equations built in this study for indices of residential, employment and consumption functions are as follows.

\[ R_i = \frac{Q_{ei}}{Q_{di}} \]  
\[ E_i = \frac{Q_{di}}{\frac{1}{m} \sum_{a=1}^{m} Q_{da}} \times \frac{Q_{di}}{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{b=1}^{n} Q_{dp}} \]  
\[ C_i = \frac{Q_{di}}{\frac{1}{k} \sum_{c=1}^{k} Q_{dc}} \times \frac{Q_{ei}}{\frac{1}{k} \sum_{c=1}^{k} Q_{ec}} \]

where,

- \( R_i \) is the index of residential function.
- \( Q_{di} \) and \( Q_{ei} \), respectively, are the RTUQ in day and evening. In this study, \( i = 1, 2 \ldots 7 \), dates from 31 December 2018 to 6 January 2019.
- \( E_i \) is the index of employment function.
- \( C_i \) is the index of consumption function.
- \( m, n, \) and \( k \), respectively, is the number of holidays, weekends and weekdays. In this study, \( a = 1 \) and 2, and dates from 31 December 2018 to 1 January 2019; \( b = 1 \) and 2, and dates from 5 to 6 January 2019; and \( c = 1, 2, \) and 3, and dates from 2 to 4 January 2019.

3. Results

3.1. Perceiving Spatiotemporal Patterns of Human Mobilities

Quantity and distribution of RTU in different epochs could intuitively reflect the possession of multiple resources by lives of the rural, thus to explore the change of man-land relationship in rural space, as well as functions and values. This study choose different epochs at 10:00 a.m. and 20:00 p.m. (relatively peak RTUQ in daytime and night-time, see Figure 2) on holidays, weekdays, and weekends in three case areas, to compare the change of RTU in rural spaces (Chosen date of holiday, weekday and weekend for Luxiang is 31 December 2018, 3 January 2019 and 5 January 2019, respectively. For Zhonganqiao is 1, 3, and 6 January 2019, and 1, 2, and 6 January for Jishan). Table 3 shows RTUQ in different epochs, obviously, there is a net inflow of population on holiday and weekend in Luxiang, and a net outflow in Zhonganqiao and Jishan. Further, RTUQ is divided into four classes (<10, 10–50, 50–100, and >100), for the purpose of observing distribution variation of RTU with different quantities on holidays, weekdays, and weekends.
Table 3. RTUQ of three villages in different epochs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Holiday</th>
<th>Weekday</th>
<th>Weekend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxiang</td>
<td>2263</td>
<td>2578</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhonganqiao</td>
<td>1345</td>
<td>2169</td>
<td>1416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jishan</td>
<td>7254</td>
<td>9134</td>
<td>13,534</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.1. Prominent Holiday Economy in Luxiang

Luxiang faces Tai Lake and backs up to East Mountain. The road transportation on the eastern side of Tai lake is the primary way for villagers to travel. On weekdays, RTU is mainly local villagers, scattered throughout various settlements. Daytime and night-time RTU are 785 and 1285, respectively. On weekend and holiday, the inflow of a large number of tourists leads to a significant expansion of RTU. Especially on holiday, the daytime and night-time RTU increases to 2263 and 2578, respectively. Spatially, tourists are mainly concentrated in the northern part of the village on weekend and holiday (Figure 3). This concentration occurs not only because Luxiang ancient hamlet, a historical and cultural settlement, is located there, but also because many BNBs and agritainment have been built along the road in recent years to attract tourists. The southern part of the village is still characterized by featured agriculture. It is worth noting that in the night-time on weekend and holiday, a large number of tourists remain gathered in the northern part of the village. Multiple areas with RTUQ class larger than 50 appear, which indicates that the development of BNB plays a role in extending tourists’ stay duration. Attracting tourists staying overnight has become an important way for Luxiang to develop holiday economy.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Spatiotemporal distribution of RTU in Luxiang. (a) 10:00 a.m., holiday. (c) 10:00 a.m., weekday. (e) 10:00 a.m., weekend. (b) 20:00 p.m., holiday. (d) 20:00 p.m., weekday. (f) 20:00 p.m., weekend.

3.1.2. Transport-Oriented Development in Zhonganqiao

Zhonganqiao is a rural space with an obvious transition of regional landscapes. The northwestern part of the area is dominated by water area, the middle by agricultural land, and the southeastern part by TVEs and rural settlements adjacent to National Highway 318. During both working and
non-working days, RTU is mainly concentrated near the National Highway 318 in this region (Figure 4). This concentration shows that the highway, as the main transportation pathway, has aggregated most of the functions of production and living in rural space. The development of Zhonganqiao has shown obvious unidirection in spatial distribution. Note that the distribution of RTU in the southeastern part of the village on weekday is scattered and that the RTUQ class of almost all the areas is less than 10, reflecting that TVEs of the Sunan mode are characterized by small scale and scattered distribution. At night, RTU shows concentrated distribution, and the number of areas with RTUQ class larger than 10 doubles compared to that during the day. This increase suggests that villagers still mainly reside together. On holidays, RTU also increases in some areas of the northwestern and central parts of the village, which may be because residents in the surrounding areas engage in recreational activities such as fishing.

Figure 4. Spatiotemporal distribution of RTU in Zhonganqiao. (a) 10:00 a.m., holiday. (c) 10:00 a.m., weekday. (e) 10:00 a.m., weekend. (b) 20:00 p.m., holiday. (d) 20:00 p.m., weekday. (f) 20:00 p.m., weekend.

3.1.3. Seasonal Flow Out in Jishan

The most obvious changes of RTU in Jishan are reflected by rural “hollowing” on holidays (Figure 5). On weekday, RTU is concentrated mainly in logistics parks, vocational schools, and residential communities. At night, RTU density in logistics parks decreases. Vocational schools are managed as boarding schools, and their RTU changes are not obvious between daytime and night-time. RTU in residential communities increases significantly in the night-time. On weekend, the situation is similar to that on weekday, and major changes occur in vocational schools. Students have their days off and return to school at night, and therefore RTU in vocational schools increases significantly at night. Changes are the most obvious on holiday. The density of RTU in logistics parks, vocational schools, and residential communities drops significantly, showing a clear “hollowing” phenomenon. This phenomenon indicates that on the one hand, Jishan has developed modern service industries and that most of the employees are migrant workers, they spend their holidays returning home in other places. On the other hand, the migrant workers can make a round trip within the three-day New Year’s holiday, indicating that most of them come from surrounding villages and towns.
3.2. Measuring Multifunctionality Based on Function Index

Different characteristics of spatial distribution and quantity classes of RTU on holiday, weekday, and weekend in Luxiang, Zhonganqiao, and Jishan highlight the dynamic variation of function in rural space. And hence, quantitative measurement of each function and its change over periods in three case areas is carried out based on the function index of rural space proposed in this study.

3.2.1. Calculate RTUQ of Day and Evening

Change of hourly RTUQ in 24-h on holiday, weekday, and weekend in Luxiang, Zhonganqiao, and Jishan is shown in Figure 6. Although hourly RTUQ data fluctuates, the hours of peak values have their own regularity. For example, peak value in daytime and night-time in Luxiang appears at 9:00 a.m. (2687) and 21 p.m. (2655) on holiday, at 9:00 a.m. (1801) and 19 p.m. (2284) on weekend, at 12:00 a.m. (964) and 21 p.m. (1294) on weekday. Note that peak values mainly focus on 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. in daytime and 19:00 p.m. to 22:00 p.m. in night-time; the same as in Zhonganqiao and Jishan. Thus, average value from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. in daytime and 19:00 p.m. to 22:00 p.m. in night-time (4 h each periods) is used to calculate $Q_d$ and $Q_e$, equations are as follows. Further, Table 4 shows the results of $Q_d$ and $Q_e$ of Luxiang, Zhonganqiao, and Jishan dates from 31 December 2018 to 6 January 2019.

$$Q_d = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{i=1}^{t} Q_d_{ij}$$ (4)
where,

- $Q_{dj}$ and $Q_{ej}$, respectively, are the hourly RTUQ data of day and evening.
- $t_1$ and $t_2$, respectively, are the hour of day and evening; $t$ is the number of hours; $j = 0, 1 \ldots t_1 \ldots t_2 \ldots 23$. In this study, $t_1 = 9$, $t_2 = 19$, $t = 4$.

\[
Q_{e1} = \frac{1}{t_2 - t_1} \sum_{t_1}^{t_2} Q_{eij}
\]  

(5)

3.2.2. Evaluate Results of Function Index

According to Equations (1)–(3), indices of residential, employment, and consumption functions have been calculated in each day from 31 December 2018 to 6 January 2019. Table 5 shows the results of function index in Luxiang, Zhonganqiao, and Jishan.

Table 4. Results of $Q_d$ and $Q_e$ of the three villages during the research period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Luxiang</th>
<th>Zhonganqiao</th>
<th>Jishan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$Q_d$</td>
<td>$Q_e$</td>
<td>$Q_d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation</td>
<td>31 December 2018</td>
<td>2421</td>
<td>2562</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>2162</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>1525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>workday</td>
<td>2 January 2019</td>
<td>1136</td>
<td>1517</td>
<td>1678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 January 2019</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>1257</td>
<td>1561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 January 2019</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>1545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekend</td>
<td>5 January 2019</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>1317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 January 2019</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|         |                  |         |             |        |              |       |             |       |             | 1 The RTUQ data of Zhonganqiao in 31 December 2018 is not available.

3.2.2. Evaluate Results of Function Index

According to Equations (1)–(3), indices of residential, employment, and consumption functions have been calculated in each day from 31 December 2018 to 6 January 2019. Table 5 shows the results of function index in Luxiang, Zhonganqiao, and Jishan.

Table 5. Results of function index of the three villages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Luxiang</th>
<th>Zhonganqiao</th>
<th>Jishan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>$C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holidays</td>
<td>31 December 2018</td>
<td>1.0583</td>
<td>1.4699</td>
<td>4.3025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>0.6583</td>
<td>1.1729</td>
<td>2.1358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekdays</td>
<td>2 January 2019</td>
<td>1.3351</td>
<td>0.3237</td>
<td>1.1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 January 2019</td>
<td>1.5379</td>
<td>0.1675</td>
<td>0.7125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 January 2019</td>
<td>1.3286</td>
<td>0.3063</td>
<td>1.1257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekends</td>
<td>5 January 2019</td>
<td>1.0891</td>
<td>0.7938</td>
<td>2.3911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 January 2019</td>
<td>0.9407</td>
<td>0.7253</td>
<td>1.8871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Luxiang, the index of residential function varies between 0.6583 and 1.5379, with the highest value on 3 January 2019 (weekday) and the lowest on 1 January 2019 (holiday). The residential function on weekdays is more apparent, but due to the daytime increase in the number of tourists on weekends and holidays, $Q_d$ is high, whereas $Q_e$ is low, showing a “reversed” situation of $Q_d$ and $Q_e$. Index of employment function varies between 0.1675 and 1.4699, with the highest value on 31 December 2018 (holiday), and the lowest on 3 January 2019 (weekday). The index reflects the proportional relationship between $Q_d$ on weekdays and $Q_d$ on weekends and holidays. The results show that the employment function of Luxiang on weekdays is not obvious. Index of consumption function varies between 0.7125 and 4.3025, with the highest value on 31 December 2018 (holiday), and the lowest on 3 January 2019 (weekday). The index represents the proportional relationship between $Q_d$ and $Q_e$ on weekends and holidays.

In Zhonganqiao, the index of residential function varies between 1.0764 and 1.4867, with the highest value on 6 January 2019 (weekend), and the lowest on 4 January 2019 (weekday). Though Friday has the lowest value, $Q_d$ on that day is almost the same with the previous two weekdays, which is 1678, 1561, and 1545, respectively. What really changes is the apparent decrease of $Q_e$, drops to 1663 from 2188 and 2014 of the two previous weekdays. These results show that part of the labor workers left Zhonganqiao after work on Friday and returned to Zhonganqiao before going to work on Monday. It is very likely that this part of the labor force comes from surrounding villages and towns. On weekends, they work in TVEs in Zhonganqiao and return to their respective villages on weekends. Index of employment function varies between 0.5506 and 1.6050, with the highest value on 2 January 2019 (weekday), and the lowest on 6 January 2019 (weekend). Moreover, these two days also have the highest (1678) and lowest (983) value of $Q_d$ during the whole research period. The difference between the lowest and highest values of $Q_d$ accounts for 41.43% of the highest value $O_d$, indicative of the proportion of migrant laborers in TVEs, to some extent. At the same time, the employment function index on holidays also reaches 1.3260, and the reduction of $Q_d$ on holidays is not as obvious as on weekends, indicating that there is some inflow of population on holidays. Index of consumption function varies between 0.4606 and 1.1777, which is the same as in Zhonganqiao.

In Jishan, the index of residential function varies between 0.8955 and 1.3511, with the highest value on 6 January 2019 (weekend), and the lowest on 4 January 2019 (weekday), basically identical to those of Zhonganqiao, indicating the influence of migrant laborers on residential function. Index of employment function varies between 0.8236 and 2.8764, the highest values appear on the three weekdays, 2.8764, 1.8717, and 1.9159, respectively, much higher than those on the same weekdays in Zhonganqiao (1.6050, 1.3891, and 1.3605, respectively), reflecting a stronger employment function in Jishan. Moreover, though area of construction space in Jishan (2.3529 km$^2$) is only 2.67 times than in Zhonganqiao (0.8796 km$^2$), the summation of $Q_d$ on the three weekdays is 7.73 times, while summation of $Q_e$ is 6.51 times. Obviously, the development mode of industrial parks in Jishan has greater scale effect than conventional Sunan model in Zhonganqiao. Index of consumption function varies between 0.4331 and 1.3654, low values both on weekend and holiday, which is the same as in Zhonganqiao.

In summary, the highest values of the residential, employment, and consumption function indices for the three case areas on weekdays, weekends, and holidays are shown in Figure 7. The consumption function index of Luxiang is the highest on weekends and holidays, reaching 2.3911 and 4.3025, respectively. This result indicates that Luxiang has accomplished the transition to
holiday consumption-oriented rural space. A tourist service-based holiday economy plays an important role in promoting the village’s multifunctional development. Changes of the functional indices of Zhonganqiao in the three different periods are not obvious. Relatively speaking, the employment function index on weekdays increases slightly, reaching 1.6050, reflecting the limited effects of TVEs in promoting rural industrialization. Changes of the functional indices of Jishan on weekends and holidays are basically identical to those of Zhonganqiao. However, the employment function index of Jishan on weekdays is as high as 2.8764, reflecting the effects of scale economies in the economic development mode of industrial parks. To distinguish the different stage in rural industrialization in China, some scholars even named the mode in Jishan as “beyond the Sunan model” [62,63].

Though the reciprocal relationship between mobilities and the dynamics of rural space has long been represented as a significant research theme within rural studies, most of the previous studies involving human activities in rural places adopt self-report or site observation data via social surveys, which is both time-consuming and laborious. For example, Milbourne and Kitchen examined the mobilities within the lives of rural residents in Wales through face-to-face interviews and questionnaires over a period of 18 months [59]; some interviewees were even requested to complete a written diary covering their activities in a particular week. Tu carried out an empirical study on the process of rural restructuring in Huangshandian village, a suburb of Beijing, by inquiring into and recording information from the village cadres and local elders who have stayed in the village for a long time [64]. It is true that more details could be obtained via field investigation, but this study aims to explore multifunctionality of rural space with data generated from human mobilities, quantity and distribution of moving observables in rural space matters and foremost. Obviously, the technology of big data qualifies better than traditional method of social survey, but still less attention has been found in rural geography using the emerging big data.

This study provides an original method for measuring and distinguishing multifunctionality of rural space on holidays, weekdays and weekends at the village level. Based on over 250,000 records of hourly RTUQ data in one-week research period, spatiotemporal variation of human activities in three differentiated villages has been perceived. Further, multifunctionality of residence, employment and consumption are quickly and accurately measured following the original equations of function index. The results indicate that the intensity of function varies according to the RTUQ change inside the village at specified epoch, which makes the proposed method suitable for identifying and comparing multifunctionality of rural space in various times and places.

Figure 7. Function index of three villages in different periods. (a) Luxiang. (b) Zhonganqiao. (c) Jishan.

4. Discussion

4.1. Methodological Contributions
4.2. Implications for Transitional Pathways of Decision-Making

As Rigg highlighted, rural areas in transition economies such as China have increasingly changed from production to consumption-oriented locations, driven by processes such as industrialization, deagrarianization, and counterurbanization [65]. This has often been accompanied by agricultural depopulation, outmigration, increasing non-farm employment, declining agricultural incomes, and associated social and psychological changes [8]. Multidimensional and hybrid development pathways in which questions about the “right” and “wrong” development trajectories are increasingly difficult to answer, these disturbances pose enormous challenges about how to tackle environmental and social changes, who should be in charge of making key decisions about possibly altering current “unsustainable” lifestyles, and what institutional and policy-related mechanisms should be used to influence decision-making processes [66]. By analyzing distribution variation of RTU with different quantities on holidays, weekdays and weekends, this study has verified that spatiotemporal patterns of human mobilities is an important driving force to formulate the multifunctionality of rural space and its developing trend, which will bring new implication for regional planning and decision-making mechanisms.

The active RTU in the northern part of Luxiang at night shows that the newly developed BNB have become an important means to attract tourists staying overnight and to promote tourism development. To further enhance the competitiveness of the holiday economy and the consumption function in rural areas, new industry such as BNB should be encouraged and regulated under intergovernmental governance. The RTU of Zhonganqiao during the day and night is mainly concentrated in the southeastern part of the village on both sides of National Highway 318. This clustering reflects the important influence of transportation on local villagers’ production and living conditions, which means further infrastructure improvement is necessary to enhance the residential and employment functions of rural space undergone spatial reconstruction in similar places. Last but not the least, the significant reduction of RTU in Jishan during holiday shows that the economic mode of the industrial park dominated by administrative forces can raise the urbanization level in rural areas. However, this kind of “pseudo-urbanization” poses risks to the sustainable development of the local economy [67]; how to attract migrant workers settle down is what regional planning should take into consideration.

4.3. Limitations

There are two main limitations while using the RTUQ data in this study. First, the attributes of users are not available, e.g., age, gender, and others. Therefore, it is not possible to subdivide the group of observables in rural space. Second, the activity trajectory of users cannot be tracked, and therefore, Origin–Destination (O–D) of users cannot be depicted to further analyze the location and duration of users in rural space.

Otherwise, empirical analysis is also restricted to a one-week research period; some speculative results need to be verified by further work with longer and typical research periods. For example, quantity of tourists staying overnight in Luxiang and proportion of migrant laborers in Zhonganqiao and Jishan remain to be tested for their accuracy by long-term and stable observing data. However, what can be inferred from past experience is that the index of consumption function in Luxiang will continue to increase in peak tourist season in May, when seasonal fruits such as loquat and waxberry is in the market. Besides, phenomenon of rural “hollowing” in Jishan will become even more prominent in Spring Festival, the most important traditional holiday for reunion in China, which will uncover the quantity of migrant laborers in “pseudo-urbanization”.

5. Conclusions

This study aims to explore the application of LBS data in rural geography, an original method for measuring function of residence, employment, and consumption in rural space is introduced and implemented. It is concluded that the RTUQ data is valid and reliable for perceiving dynamic variation...
of human mobilities in rural places, as well as offering new implication for transitional pathways of decision-making, considering the advantage of wide coverage, high spatial and temporal resolution. Without time-consuming and laborious field investigations, the proposed method is proved to be suitable for identifying and comparing multifunctionality of rural space in various times and places.

Taking three typical villages in Suzhou, China, as the case areas, over 250,000 records of hourly RTUQ data in one-week period from 31 December 2018 to 6 January 2019 has been obtained. On this basis, spatiotemporal variation of quantity and distribution of human activities has been perceived. The following points are noted. (1) Increment of RTU on weekends and holidays in Luxiang are mainly tourists, especially those in night-time, reflecting effects of BNB industry in promoting holiday economy, which should be encouraged and regulated in future. (2) RTU in Zhonganqiao has shown obvious unidirection in spatial distribution, reflecting the important influence of transportation on space reconstruction during the process of rural industrialization, which is necessary to further strengthen infrastructure construction. (3) RTU in Jishan is dominated by migrant workers, phenomenon of rural “hollowing” on holidays manifests that rural urbanization driven by administrative forces is a kind of “pseudo-urbanization”, various measures should be carried out to attract migrant workers to settle down locally. Further, multifunctionality of residence, employment, and consumption are measured following original equations of function index. Besides, quantitative effect of function index is mainly reflects in two aspects: (1) Changes of certain function index during different periods within the same rural space, e.g., the index of consumption function in Luxiang increases to 2.3911 on weekend and 4.3025 on holiday, and manifests prominent holiday economy in rural space. (2) Comparison of certain function between different rural spaces, e.g., index of employment function differs in Zhonganqiao and Jishan on weekdays, 1.6050 and 2.8764, respectively, declares that development mode of industrial parks in Jishan has greater scale effect than conventional Sunan model in Zhonganqiao during the process of rural industrialization and urbanization.

Understanding the transition of rural multifunctionality by the data of human mobilities is great significance to reconstruct the rural space. The mobilities big data at micro-scale of rural population proves to be a useful tool to distinguish and compare perceive and measure the multifunctionality transformation of rural space. Based on the RTUQ data at village level, the paper reveals the changing process of the human mobilities, which have a profound impact on rural land use, especially affect the intensity and mode of land use. Likewise, spatiotemporal patterns of human mobilities in village level manifest that there are profound differentiation within dominant function and development trajectories considering multiple purposes of human activities. Multifunctional transition in rural area indicates that the substitution is more than a gradual linear model use to be, but as a breakthrough of traditional modernization development paradigm. With the process of rural–urban integration in contemporary China and many other developing countries in the near future, transition in rural area and its functions is predictably become much more pluralistic and complicated. Therefore, a new research agenda for combining traditional land use data with the emerging big data in exploring and understanding the contemporary rural space towards diversity and multifunctionality is urgently needed; for example, by providing scientific reference for pushing forward rural revitalization by classifying and realizing the multifunctional characteristics of the village [68], especially human geographers are now in the era of geospatial big data.
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